OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER (NH), PWD, RAJASTHAN, JAIPUR

ORDER

Dated: 16.09.2010

In continuation to previous order dated 02.07.2010 the condition for additional performance security has been modified by Empowered Board in meeting held on dated 27.08.2010 as follows:

1. For the future cases, rate analysis for specific project shall be worked out by S.E. PWD circle concerned considering geographical conditions/parameters, availability of material and manpower at site, etc. This rate analysis is to be submitted in sealed envelope before opening of financial bid.

2. After receiving a bid if the difference between lowest successful bidder rate/amount and Department Project specific rate analysis is more than 10% then the bid shall be considered unbalanced and amount equal to this difference amount shall be taken as additional performance security from the successful bidder.

3. In case of the tenders floated before 02.07.2010, the project specific rate analysis may be prepared afresh as above by concerned SE and amount of additional performance guarantee be decided accordingly.

The other conditions of order dated 02.07.2010 will remain same.

This will be applicable all tenders approved till date.

Copy to:
1) PS to Hon'ble Public Works Minister, GoR, Jaipur.
2) Principal Secretary to Govt., GoR, Jaipur.
3) Secretary to Govt., GoR, Jaipur.
4) CE (NH)/CE(R)/CE (PMGSY)/CE (R).PWD Rajasthan Jaipur.
5) OSD,Exp-I,Finance Department,GoR, Jaipur.
6) CAO (NH) PWD Rajasthan Jaipur.
7) ACE,PWD Zone-I,Jaipur/Bara/Bus/Sikar/Churu/Merwkot/Diari/Devi/Kota.
8) SE PWD Circle-----------------------------------------------(All).
9) EE PWD Div.-----------------------------------------------(All).

Chief Engineer & Addl. Secy.

TA to Chief Engineer (NH)
Road safety provisions and other issues for CRF, NH projects

MINUTES OF MEETING

Meeting was held under the Chairmanship of Principal Secretary, PWD, Rajasthan, on 07.2010 regarding road safety provisions under CRF, NH, and other schemes proposals, other issues. The following were present:-

1. Principal Secretary, PWD, Rajasthan, Jaipur.
2. Chief Engineer (NH), PWD, Rajasthan, Jaipur.
3. Additional Chief Engineer, PWD Zone- Jodhpur.
4. Additional Chief Engineer, PWD Zone- Bikaner.
5. Additional Chief Engineer, PWD Zone- Jaipur II

Following decisions were taken unanimously:-

1. If the difference in the rate quoted by the lowest bidder with respect to the rate analysis based on current market rates is more than 10%, then the bid shall be considered as ‘unbalanced bid’. In that case, an ‘Additional Performance Guarantee’ equal to the difference between the amount of rate analysis and the amount of lowest bid shall be taken from bidder as per Clause 29.5 and 34.1 of ITB and Clause 52 of Conditions of Contract.

2. DPRs shall include all road safety works such as:
   i. junction improvements,
   ii. rotaries,
   iii. curve improvements,
   iv. road markings,
   v. traffic sign boards (additional sign boards just before junction),
   vi. overhead gentries (over full width and on two poles, and having required perforations),
   vii. Steel railing of continuous steel bars on central median for 4-lane road length passing through urban area,
   viii. edge marking lines (on CRF works),
   ix. rumble strips on all accessing roads.

3. NH and SH Road Projects shall now be designed for 20 years.

4. Engineer-in-charge will issue to the successful bidder with the letter of acceptance:
   i. Milestones of components of work vs time
   ii. present Km-wise and critical spot’s photos,
   iii. Technical note along with detailed technically sanctioned estimate,
   iv. FID/PDR prepared by Consultant/Department.

5. Construction programme with detailed estimates should be prepared and uploaded with the contract documents for all works costing Rs. 5 Crores or more. Percentages of physical work vs time vs cost should be shown in separate columns.

6. For projects of CD works, the contractor be asked to deploy specialised teams.

7. Quarterly progress report may be submitted on file for perusal of the members of empowered Board by circulation for tenders approved henceforth by the Empowered Board.
Engineer-in-charge will identify critical areas such as shifting of utilities, urban area issues, CD works, rock cutting, byepasses, forest issues, etc. and CE-NH will review and sort out at least monthly in a format to be developed, and apprise Principal Secretary, PWD.

The meeting ended with vote of thanks to the chair.

No. F.5(NH)/F.20(CRF)/Sec.II/2009/D-36  Dt. 02.07.10

Copy to the following:
1. Principal Secretary, Finance, for OSD Expenditure-III
2. Principal Secretary, PWD, Rajasthan, Jaipur.
3. Chief Engineer (NH), PWD, Rajasthan, Jaipur.
4. Additional Chief Engineer, PWD Zone (All)
5. Superintending Engineer (All)

No. F.5(NH)/F.20(CRF)/Sec.II/2009/D-36  Dt. 02.07.10

The above decisions taken in the meeting held on dated 02.07.2010 under the Chairmanship of Pr. Secy. PWD, Government of Rajasthan will be effective on the works tenders approved on or after dated 02.07.2010 for CRF, NH & other schemes proposals.

Copy submitted to followings for information and necessary action:
1. PS to Pr. Secy. Finance (for OSD Expenditure-III).
2. PS to Pr. Secy. PWD, Rajasthan, Jaipur.
3. Chief Engineer (NH) & Addl. Secy. PWD, Rajasthan, Jaipur.
4. Additional Chief Engineer PWD Zone (All)
5. Superintending Engineer PWD Circle (All)